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Note to the reader
There is an accompanying set of appendices, the contents of which are listed at the end of this
report. They consolidate the work reported here and provide considerably more detail. Due
to their size, they are not being distributed as a matter of course, but they can be obtained on
request.
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Executive summary
This report is the result of an investigation into "requirements traceability" for BT, as part of
BT's University Research Initiative with Oxford University.
Traceability has been identified many times (in BT and in other organisations) as a priority
problem area in requirements engineering. In response, this contract was placed as part of
BT's continuing University Research Initiative with Oxford. The goals were:
•

To discover what are the actual, detailed problems encountered.

•

To suggest whole or partial solutions.

•

To examine the quality of support offered by IEF and RTM support tools (both used
within BT) and suggest areas where they could be improved.

Key results
• Traceability problems in BT are not uniform - different people/projects mean different
things when they say they have a traceability problem.
•

A large number of individual problem areas have been identified which sometimes cause
"traceability problems" - including issues of project organisation, clerical support issues,
change control and configuring support systems to fit individual project practices.

•

A variety of suggestions are given for improvements against the detailed individual
problems.

•

There are two distinct phases of requirements traceability:
 Pre-RS:
From initial information gathering (interviews, documents, workshops,
etc.) to a written requirements specification (RS).
 Post-RS: From a written requirements specification to design, code, etc.

•

Post-RS traceability is widely recognised as an issue, but pre-RS traceability is not;
available tool support is predominantly for post-RS traceability.

•

Pre-RS traceability has the potential for much greater leverage than post-RS traceability
on costs and quality of software produced.

•

IEF and RTM both offer some support for post-RS traceability; suggestions are given for
how their support could be significantly improved. Some suggestions concern how the
existing tools are used within projects; others concern improvements that the suppliers
would need to make.

The report is being distributed to BT people responsible for improving requirements capture
in BT (particularly members of the RCA Topic Group), and to other BT people who are
engaged in requirements capture and are interested in how to improve their practice. Some of
the suggested improvements can be put into action quickly - others can be used in discussions
with tool suppliers for improved support tools.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Terms of reference

On the 1st January 1992, the Centre for Requirements and Foundations at Oxford University
Computing Laboratory began a one year project on the subject of "requirements traceability",
as part of the BT University Research Initiative in Requirements Capture and Analysis1. This
report constitutes the final deliverable of that project.

1.2.

Intended readership

The intended readers of this report are:
•

BT managers and professionals responsible for improving requirements capture in BT.

•

Other BT managers and professionals engaged in requirements capture and who are
interested in how they could improve their practice.

1.3.

Objectives and scope

This report describes requirements to improve the traceability2 of the information generated
and manipulated in producing a requirements specification (RS). It does this by examining:
•

Key problems and issues underlying such traceability.

•

Requirements to address these underlying problems and issues.

The findings documented here were obtained from a number of investigations3. This report
further critiques the coverage of the identified requirements by current tools and techniques
claiming to support requirements traceability. Particular emphasis is placed upon those
within the BT CASE Tools Portfolio, such as Requirements Traceability Manager4 (RTM)
and Information Engineering Facility5 (IEF). Solution options and techniques are suggested
for those requirements which are insufficiently supported at present. Recommendations are
made concerning uptake and further research.

1.4.

Motivation

This project was initiated following repeated recognition over the years within BT/D&P of an
industry-wide problem with lack of (or inadequate) requirements traceability in systems and
software development projects. The existence of this problem, typical consequences of it and
what the ideal state of affairs should be, have been extensively documented by both the
software and academic communities [1-17].

1The

original proposal for this project can be found in appendix A.
so doing, improvements in modularity, accessibility and reusability are also addressed.
3The requirements investigations that were carried out are outlined in appendix B.
4RTM is a product of Marconi Systems Technology, a division within GEC-Marconi.
5IEF is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
2In
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2. Requirements traceability
2.1.

Definition
"A software requirements specification is traceable if (i) the origin of each
of its requirements is clear and if (ii) it facilitates the referencing of each
requirement in future development or enhancement documentation"
[ANSI/IEEE Standard 830-1984].

2.2.

Types of requirements traceability

The above definition suggests that requirements traceability itself can be divided into two
basic types, revolving around the written statement of requirements (RS). This is illustrated
in figure 1. We refer to these as:
•

Pre-requirements specification traceability (pre-RS traceability).

•

Post-requirements specification traceability (post-RS traceability).

(Figure 1: The two basic types of requirements traceability.)
2.2.1. Post-RS traceability
• Forwards: Demonstrates how (and which) design and code modules satisfy individual
requirements in the RS.
•

Backwards: Demonstrates which requirements in the RS the individual design and
code modules help satisfy (why these modules exist, where they came
from and how they were derived).
6

2.2.2. Pre-RS traceability
• Forwards: Demonstrates how (and which) requirements in the RS satisfy individual
needs.
•

Backwards: Demonstrates which needs the individual requirements in the RS help
satisfy (why these requirements exist, where they came from and how
they were derived). I.e., the source, context and environment from
which requirements were drawn, their life-cycles and their
interrelationship with other requirements.

2.3.

The type of requirements traceability addressed

This project is concerned with improvements in pre-RS traceability for a number of reasons6:
•

Improvements in post-RS traceability have already been attained. Such traceability can
be established using various:








•

Techniques, methods, models, languages and tools to enable post-RS traceability are not
directly applicable to pre-RS traceability:






•

Techniques (such as: requirements traceability matrices [18-19]; matrix sequences
[20]; indexing, numbering and cross referencing schemes [21-22]; keyphrase
dependencies [23]; templates [24]; note tagging [25]; assumption-based truth
maintenance [26]; and constraint networks [27]).
Methods (such as: strict top down design [28]; formal transformations [29-30]; objectorientation [31]; Software Requirements Engineering Methodology [32]; and Quality
Function Deployment [33]).
Models (such as: entity-relationship-attribute models [34-36]; process models [37];
and requirements sets [38]).
Languages (such as: Requirements Statement Language [39]).
Tools (such as: RTM [40]; IEF [41]; Teamwork/RqT [42]; AGE [43]; Requirements
Engineering and Validation System [44]; Software Life-Cycle Support Environment
[45]; Statemate [46]; and HUFIT Functionality Matrix [47]).

They tend to impose premature commitment to structure and detail [48-52].
They provide little support for the on-going and emergent nature of the work practices
involved in producing an RS [53-56].
They have trouble accounting for the dynamic and changing nature of the sources and
environment from which requirements are drawn [57-58].
They deal with the traceability of markedly different types of information [59-67].
The problems they aim to address differ in emphasis [68-73].

The need for improvements in the ability to trace the information generated in producing
an RS is a recent and growing concern [74-83]. Amongst the arguments driving this
need, the most prevalent are:
(i) To improve quality, by assisting with auditing and changing requirements7 [84-89].
This is in recognition that:

6These

are expanded upon in appendix H.
has become a particular concern with the increasing popularity of iterative, prototyping and evolutionary
approaches to development.
7This
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Change cannot be adequately handled from the RS alone, as the RS is only the end
product of a complex process (so is a "black box").
Change needs to be instigated and propagated from its source to inform what
exactly in the RS needs changing.
Subtle interrelationships that exist between requirements need to be made visible.
Previously closed issues (even decisions concerning how to conduct the
requirements exercise itself) need to be made explicit and possible to re-open.

(ii) To achieve greater economic leverage, as a significant proportion of cost, time and
effort is currently spent reconstructing and rediscovering an (often erroneous)
understanding of what went on in producing a RS, in order to make use of it and to
maintain it [90-100].
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3. Key problems and issues underlying pre-RS traceability
3.1.

Problem analysis

The problem being addressed is lack of (or inadequate) pre-RS traceability. Despite a
number of recent advances [101-112], the problem still exists. This is due to the absence of
any thorough investigation of what the problem actually is (the underlying problems and
issues which cause pre-RS traceability to be perceived as problematic). Without such an
understanding, it is difficult to know: (i) exactly what is meant by improvements; and (ii)
how to realise them.
The analysis undertaken in this project used focus and discussion groups, questionnaires (all
within BT) and reflection on requirements activities8.

3.2.

Summary

The so-called "traceability problem" is multifaceted. It can be decomposed into (and is hence
a consequence of) a number of underlying problems and issues which affect the ability to
provide information that can be traced and the ability to actually trace this information. The
existence of these multiple problems and issues stem from the different (and continuously
changing) viewpoints regarding what traceability is and what it is meant to achieve.
Underlying every instance in which traceability is required, different user, task and
informational requirements come into play.
These findings suggest that traceability techniques could themselves be quite straight
forward. The real difficulty in providing support for pre-RS traceability lies in the ability to
address the multitude of underlying problems and issues. Each deserves in-depth research in
order to investigate how they could be addressed. There is unlikely to be a single (unique and
overarching) solution to the so-called "traceability problem". Instead, there will be the need
for different approaches to traceability and different ways for providing and handling the
underlying information, dependent on the salient characteristics of individual situations.

3.3.

Fundamental problems and issues9

•

Lack consensus of definition.
There is little agreement regarding what requirements traceability10 is; individual
understanding of what the requirements traceability problem is; and various perspectives
as to what requirements traceability should achieve and assist with.

•

Solution-driven emphasis.
There is a wide belief that pre-RS traceability is the solution to numerous and
multifaceted problems. It cannot solve all these problems; it is not necessarily the
optimal or appropriate solution to many. Traceability is a technique, so merely provides
the mechanics to filter and access required information11. Pre-RS traceability itself is
NOT the fundamental problem.

•

The establish and end-use conflict.
The two main parties involved (those responsible for making traceability possible and

8These

studies, and their findings, are detailed in appendices C through to E.
of the points listed in this chapter are justified and expanded upon in appendix F.
10Be this either pre-RS or post-RS traceability.
11In the case of pre-RS traceability, the required information is that which pertains to the production of an RS.
9Each
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those that make subsequent use of this facility) have conflicting problems and needs.
Improvements made for one of these parties causes problems for the other. This is
highlighted in the situation where an individual takes on both of these roles.

3.4.

Problems and issues that underlie its end-use

•

Number and variety of end-users.
There is no stereotypical end-user. There are conflicting requirements for end-use
amongst the various end-users and even for specific individuals.

•

Unique nature and requirements of each use situation.
End-users do not have the ability to filter and access the different types of information
pertaining to the production of the RS that they require under different circumstances (as
illustrated in figure 2).

(Figure 2: Deconstructing the requirements traceability problem for use.)

•

Unavailability of information to trace.
Caused by the quantity and heterogeneity of information required to be traced and the
inability to pre-define this. Personal contact is relied upon because required information
is typically undocumented, inaccessible, out of date, or unsuited to use for which it is
required.

•

Rigid and pre-defined information access.
Access to information is required in a diversity of ways and to varying extents. All
potential combinations cannot be pre-defined. Information available to be traced is
typically traceable in standard (non-purposeful) ways and in limited combinations.

3.5.

Problems and issues that underlie establishing it

•

Given low priority by those in a position to resource it.
Pre-RS traceability is perceived as an optional extra, post-RS traceability being of higher
priority, so insufficient allocation of time, personnel and resources.

•

A shared and distributed responsibility by all RS contributors and end-users.
Usually, pre-RS traceability is not a single individual's job. There is little awareness,
allocation and management of the different roles individuals need to play to achieve three
interdependent tasks (obtaining and documenting required information, organising it, and
10

maintaining it). Individual efforts are typically ad hoc, localised and uncoordinated.
There is an imbalance between the extra work involved and the personal benefits gained.
•

Accounting for the unique nature of end-use.
There is a lack of understanding of problems and issues underlying and driving end-use
(diverse requirements). Tendency to focus on immediate needs and short term end-use.

•

Accounting for the unique nature of RS production.
There is a presumption that an RS is produced in a standard manner, with diminishing
concern for traceability after the first snap-shot. RS production is a social and on-going
activity, dependent on the characteristics of the project concerned, so concern for
traceability must continue throughout a project's life.

•

Obtaining and documenting information required to be traceable (content).
Required information cannot always be obtained and documented. Much is not readily
verbalisable, difficult to linearise, and distracting and costly to obtain. Quality depends
on: the characteristics of the project; the characteristics of those individuals in a position
to provide the information and those documenting it; the ability to delimit a potentially
huge information space and identify relevance; and the amount and length of any delays
in documenting information. A deliverable-driven culture actively discourages and
precludes capturing certain information.

•

Organising documented information so it is traceable (structure).
Documentation of required information does not imply it is traceable. There are problems
in: accounting for all the ways in which information is required to be traceable in a
project; aligning multiple contributions (of various type, levels of detail and granularity,
etc.); and in dealing with different categorisation schemes. Typically, there is a
premature commitment to syntactic, rather than to semantic structure.

•

Maintaining information content and structure.
Information may be structured so that it is traceable, but this does not ensure it is up to
date and representative. There are problems in accounting for all possible kinds of
change to information, due to: the lack of change culture (so inadequate support, coordination and distribution of updates); characteristics of the project, information and
individuals involved; and the cyclic dependency upon traceability itself.

•

Little dedicated clerical, procedural, or computer support.

•

No transfer of best practice.
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4. Key requirements for pre-RS traceability
4.1.

Requirements analysis

Having analysed the problem (as summarised in chapter 3), we are in a more informed
position to investigate what is required in order to provide and make use of pre-RS
traceability. This chapter outlines the main requirements (suggested from the major problems
and issues) at a very high level12. Since it has not been possible to investigate how each of
the problems and issues underlying pre-RS traceability can be addressed (in an exhaustive
manner), these requirements must be read in the light of the information contained in chapter
3.

4.2.

Summary

Figure 3 provides a concise summary of the key requirements:

(Figure 3: Summary of key requirements for pre-RS traceability.)

4.3.

Fundamental requirements

What is required in order to provide and make use of pre-RS traceability:
Problems
1. Lack of "buy-in".

2.

Not a dedicated
job.

Requirements
1.1 Education in the need for/importance of pre-RS traceability (reduced
costs).
1.2 Project time dedicated to providing pre-RS traceability.
1.3 Assistance for routine and mundane aspects (clerical or tool support to
reduce effort).
1.4 Up-front commitment from all individuals involved.
1.5 Benefits and incentives for all individuals involved in a project.
2.1 How pre-RS traceability is to be achieved needs to be established early
on (joint or individual efforts).
2.2 Explicit organisational structure, work roles and responsibilities.
2.3 Provision for continuity and common threads of involvement (e.g.,
facilitators, documentation control centres, etc.)

12Appendix

G contains the full and expanded requirements specification, which pays attention to functional,
operational, environmental (etc.) requirements in considerable detail.
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Problems
3. Uniqueness of each
situation in which
pre-RS traceability
is to be provided.

4.

Uniqueness of each
situation in which
pre-RS traceability
is to be used.

4.4.

Requirements
3.1 Support for flexible working practices (constant re-organisation and redefinition of information).
3.2 Method independence (ability to provide pre-RS traceability not
dependent on having followed pre-defined methods).
3.3 Support for co-ordination of collaborative and co-operative aspects of
work.
3.4 Support for information sharing and distribution (through
documentation).
3.5 Ability to capture details about the conditions of production in
documentation.
3.6 Visibility of document ownership.
4.1 Awareness by all involved of requirements for use (e.g., all end-users'
requirements, different types of pre-RS traceability, etc.)
4.2 Support for the requirements imposed by different individual, project and
task characteristics.
4.3 Ability to identify and account for the circumstance of use (for obtaining
and presenting traces).

Requirements for use

What is required in order to make use of pre-RS traceability (to trace information):
Problems
5. Restricted use
(types of possible
trace are predefined).
6.

User is unaware of
the possibilities.

7.

Problematic to
request types of
pre-RS traceability
required.
Documented
information traced
is unusable or
unsuited to needs.

8.

4.5.

Requirements
5.1 Ability to support all potentialities (types of pre-RS traceability
required).
5.2 Flexibility of access to documented information.
5.3 Ability to filter documented information in different ways.
5.4 Ability to dynamically create traces on-the-fly.
6.1 Visibility of documented information that can be traced.
6.2 Visibility of pre-defined traces.
6.3 Visibility of ways in which user-defined traces can be requested and
invoked.
7.1 Flexibility in the manner in which pre-RS traceability can be requested
and invoked.
7.2 Assistance in setting up views, filters and accessing documented
information.
8.1 Rapid visibility of documented information that is traced, in userdefinable manners.
8.2 Ability to represent the same information in multiple ways and
concurrently.

Requirements for provision

(i) What is required to obtain and document information that users want to be able to
trace:
Problems
9. Large amounts of
information
produced.

Requirements
9.1 Awareness of information relevance and priorities (e.g., whether crucial,
desirable, superfluous, etc.)
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Problems
10. Not all information
required is made
explicit.
11.Unrepresentative
information.

Requirements
10.1 Support to make more information explicit.
10.2 Emphasis on open communication, improved visibility and clarity of
detail.
10.3 Production of information as a by-product of working practices
(automated or assisted, by clerical or tool support).
11.1 Ability to obtain more objective and detailed information.
11.2 Assistance for immediate production of information whilst 'ready-athand' or whilst experiences are still recountable.

(ii) What is required to document information obtained (individual fragments) for
traceability
purposes:
Problems
12. Loss of
information or
change in
emphasis.
13. Pre-defined
documentation
formats designed
for specific types
of information.
14. Internal
information content
of documents is not
accessible.
15. Documented
information is not
designed to be
traced.

Requirements
12.1 Ability to directly document information obtained in original form
(e.g., informal, unstructured, incomplete, different languages and
media, etc.)
12.2 Ability to directly document information obtained at the time it is
produced.
13.1 Flexibility of documentation format (so the ability to provide pre-RS
traceability is not dependent on having followed methods and having
produced information to fit pre-defined documentation strategies).

14.1 Ability to define information content of documents through welldefined document interfaces.
14.2 Ability to manage and make information content accessible through
document interface control.
15.1 Ability to define inter-linkages between documents (for traceability
purposes) through document interfaces.
15.2 Ability to trace information using document interface control
mechanisms.

(iii) What is required to collectively structure (organise) individual fragments of
documented information for traceability purposes (so able to manage it all in the face of
continual and on-going change):
Problems
16. Individual
documents are
fragmented (so
lack global
visibility).
17. Individual
documents are
incompatible (of
different types,
levels of
granularity, with
overlaps,
duplications,
inconsistencies,
etc.) so hard to
structure.

Requirements
16.1 Central availability (as far as possible) of all documents produced.
16.2 Early and on-going visibility of documents produced and document
interfaces.
16.3 Provision of localised and global views of collective documents (ability
to see the whole picture).
17.1 Support to "polish up" documents into a usable and reusable form (i.e.,
generic, abstract and traceable) and compartmentalise as modular
viable systems (modules/nodes).
17.2 Assistance with integration, alignment, levelling, composition,
decomposition, partitioning, merging, etc. of documents.
17.3 Support definition and management of details on a project-specific
basis (e.g., whether duplication is to be allowed, coped with, or
eliminated, levels of granularity to use, etc.)
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Problems
18. Uncoordinated
structuring
(organisation).
19. Distributed nature
of information
across documents,
so hard to change
information and to
manage the effects
of change.
20. Rigidity of
structure (so
information is
accessible in set
ways, providing
single views and
unwieldy to
change).

21. Changes too slow
and not visible
(acting on out of
date information).

22. Undesirable/
unidentifiable
repercussions of
change.

Requirements
18.1 Assistance (i.e., roles, automation, principles, etc.) for handling
organisation and re-organisation.
18.2 Visibility of documents, document interfaces and structure(s) being
defined.
19.1 Support the formulation of tightly cohesive modules/nodes from
modularised documents (to control duplication, localise detail, etc.)
19.2 Establish well-defined module/node interfaces (defining attributes, such
as changeable and non-changeable parts).
19.3 Ability to change or attach new attributes to the interface (so change
controlled by changing attributes).
19.4 Support for multiple and flexible module/node types.
20.1 Flexibility to enable information to be rapidly structured and restructured in multiple ways (to enable different types of traceability,
views and filters), through flexible definition of how the individual
modules/nodes interact (ability to establish links and link management
procedures in the interface).
20.2 Support for loose coupling of modules/nodes.
20.3 Support for multiple and flexible link types (to enable new and
alternative structures).
20.4 Ability to define set paths through the information, between individual
modules/nodes (primary and secondary links of a syntactic, semantic or
pragmatic nature) and also the ability to dynamically define paths
(tertiary links of a user-definable nature).
21.1 Assistance for rapid change (i.e., automatic handling of change details,
explicit monitoring for change, rather than searching the entire
information, etc.)
21.2 Ability to generate change documentation.
21.3 Immediate distribution of change and change documentation to all
involved.
21.4 Regular conformance checks and quality assurance reviews (i.e.,
information is up to date, required information is present, traceability is
possible, etc.)
22.1 Ability to trial and explore change (visual demonstrations).
22.2 Ability to identify forward and backward impact.
22.3 Ability to undo.
22.4 Information persistence.
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5. Current coverage of pre-RS traceability requirements
5.1.

Analysis of the current situation

To assess the extent of coverage for the pre-RS traceability requirements, a spectrum of
current tools and techniques were reviewed. This involved looking at both commercial tools
and research products, including many not explicitly dealing with requirements support, but
offering strength in particular areas of concern13. Particular concentration was paid to the
strengths and limitations of IEF (a fully integrated software development life-cycle toolset)
and RTM (a front end pre-processor for life-cycle-wide requirements traceability and
management). These were assessed based upon documentary sources [113-129] and
following hands-on experience and discussion with tool users14. This chapter outlines some
key points15.

5.2.

Summary

Although there are growing numbers of specialised tools to support requirements engineering
activities, the majority do not cover requirements traceability, and even fewer provide support
for the particular post-RS traceability requirements now enforced by DOD STD-2167A
[130]. Those that do, tend to do so by tagging objects in a central repository with an attribute
for cross-referencing purposes and tend to be stand-alone tools (so of limited use to the full
life-cycle). The different tools differ in cosmetics rather than underlying mechanics for
requirements traceability.
No single tool supports all the requirements identified for pre-RS traceability. Evident in the
few dedicated requirements traceability tools is a poor understanding of the traceability
process and little support for the existing working practices of requirements engineers.
However, there is evidence from appendix H that most of the individual pieces are there, so
the combination of their strengths is an area which needs to be exploited.

5.3.

Coverage by general tools and techniques

5.3.1. Types of traceable information
All but the most general purpose software tools pre-define what type of information is to be
made traceable. As tools provide more life-cycle coverage, more attention is paid to post-RS
traceability. Single CASE tools support pre-RS activities of a focused nature and establish
the traceability of specific information, with limited duration and extent of use. A number of
such tools would be required to capture representative pre-RS information, but these tend not
to be incorporated in CASE workbenches or environments, as their underlying information
bases are typically unsuited to representing such informal information.
5.3.2. Support for establishing traceability
Establishing traceability with general purpose software tools can involve considerable effort,
as they provide no explicit support. With single CASE tools or analyst CASE workbenches,
it depends on the importance they attach to traceability activities: where traceability is the
13Appendix

H documents the full literature critique. It provides more detail on all the tools and techniques
reviewed, discusses the strengths and limitations of particular categories of tool (partitioned into general purpose
software tools, individual CASE tools, CASE workbenches and CASE environments), identifies those tools and
techniques which provide good support for particular requirements and steps through the extent of support for
each of the requirements listed in chapter 4.
14Appendix I provides an in depth review of IEF and RTM and also assesses their coverage of support for the
expanded requirements specification of appendix G.
15The interested reader is strongly referred to appendices H and I.
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main concern, all work steps are centred around ensuring traceability is possible, and
assistance is mainly in the form of automated linking between hierarchically decomposed
requirements; where it is a peripheral concern, traceability is merely a spin-off from other
activities. In CASE environments, traceability tends to be encompassed even more so within
other developmental activities, often automatically and basically provided through adherence
to the constraints of an underlying development method or language, else provided by a
dedicated tool of the above type. Most support is clerical and cosmetic. The best support for
traceability appears to be in those tools which explicitly introduce dedicated job roles for it.
5.3.3. Tasks and individuals for which traceability is established
Traceability can be established to suit any purpose and individual with general purpose
software tools. With individual CASE tools, it is established to assist the specific task the
tool supports (e.g., traceability between transcripts and analyses for interview analysis tools).
CASE workbenches tend to focus on traceability to assist requirements engineers in
producing an RS, to inform development work and to manage requirements. CASE
environments tend to focus on traceability for testing, maintenance and managerial activities
(hence the emphasis on post-RS traceability rather than support for, and traceability of, RS
production).
5.3.4. On-going provision of traceability with changing requirements
This is unwieldy with general purpose software tools, as traceability is typically set up to
address immediate needs, with little consideration of wider concerns. CASE tools are best
used to establish traceability for a short duration, since the results do not always filter through
to later phases. Horizontally integrated CASE workbenches provide strong on-going support
up to the production of the RS, but not always once the RS becomes used to drive subsequent
stages. Those CASE workbenches which are vertically integrated, or included within CASE
environments, best support on-going and iterative changes to requirements and assist their
continued traceability, since they are better able to assess and control impact.
5.3.5. Accounting for unique needs of organisations, projects, individuals and problems
Customisation is best with general purpose software tools and open and integrated CASE
environments. With the former, this can involve much effort to configure the tool to do what
is required. With the latter, this can require expertise to identify which tools to use, in which
order and in which combination. They both focus on tool usage rather than on the underlying
activities. Tailorability is more limited within individual CASE tools or dedicated CASE
workbenches. The ability to support the traceability of flexible types of information is
dependent on the sophistication of the underlying information base. More promise is shown
with recent advances in dynamic and distributed information base managers (particularly
object-oriented ones) rather than with relatively static table-based and relational ones.
5.3.6. Accounting for group work in producing an RS
Support for traceability is best provided within CASE workbenches and environments with
underlying information bases that can be configured to support group activities. Software
tools and individual CASE tools primarily support individualistic working, as do the majority
of the dedicated CASE workbenches for requirements traceability. However, as group work
becomes better supported, the control over traceability tends to become less meticulous.
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5.4.

Coverage by IEF16

5.4.1. Strengths
• Method companion, allowing some customisation in tool use and task sequence. It
provides continuity through a guiding meta-model and standardisation (if there is total
user commitment).
• Provision of an infrastructure and central encyclopedia facilities to support team working.
• Use of diagrams to represent the end products of analysis. These promote guidelines for
managing complexity, check for required information and enhance communication.
• Horizontal, vertical and business-wide traceability, through technique integration, model
transformations and repository integration, respectively.
• Support for changing requirements, at a very high level of abstraction, through lack of
duplication, information sharing and automated retransformation of models.
• Reasonable forwards traceability to code (the data model goes further in this than the
activity model) and some backwards traceability (dependent on tools and techniques
used).
• IEF gears established traceability towards project management. It also supports the
creation of model families and the reuse of business models across an organisation.
5.4.2. Limitations
• "Cutting and pasting" techniques leads to potentially dangerous drifts from IEM,
impoverishing traceability. Administrative overheads are high for maintaining control.
• A steep learning curve (much steeper than RTM) results in individuals only obtaining
expertise with particular toolsets, leading to little continuity. This encourages separate
working, localised visibility, poor handover between toolsets and little support for
iteration or retrospective analysis. Traceability deteriorates with the number of groups
working on poorly partitioned models within and across stages.
• The complexity of the tool can encourage off-line working, so used as an after-the-event
documentation tool to store the end results, resulting in information loss, the omission of
intermediate stages and less representative traceability.
• Does not support all of IEM (particularly in planning and analysis), so lacks traceability
back to business plans and much of the information produced in ISP and BAA, resulting
in narrow and inward-looking traceability and problems with reuse. Not all of the
information produced is used throughout the life-cycle, resulting in backwards
traceability gaps (evident in the evolution of the activity model).
• Only information contained in diagrams is traceable (functional as opposed to nonfunctional requirements). Any information produced is prematurely committed to predefined diagrammatic structures. Lack of integration to front end tools, supporting
informal planning activities and requirements exploration (etc.), prevents traces of
process or their fabrication. There is no ability to interrogate, reassess, clarify or assist
change.
• Limited version control and configuration management, only possible at the model level,
results in the maintenance of restricted life histories of limited entities (with early
information and interconnections lacking) and the inability to pursue parallel lines of
work.
• Restrictions on the types of possible change. Change requires full upheavals and are less
reliable dependent on the level of model abstraction, the amount of hand crafting carried
out, and the amount of prior checking. Trials and basic impact analysis require either the
creation of dual models or unrealistic vision (as prone to corrupting the model).
• Lacks an explicit RS: requirements are fragmented in the model, divorced from context.
16Each

of these points is expanded in appendix I. IEM and its stages (BSP, ISP, BAA, BSD...) are described.
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5.5.

Coverage by RTM17

5.5.1. Strengths
• Inbuilt traceability of the evolution of requirements objects (maintained in a requirements
hierarchy) and generic traceability to connect up to later developmental objects.
• Configurability of traceability schemes (i.e., the type of information to make traceable, its
tightness, its granularity and its extent).
• Supports engineering requirements from multiple and diverse sources and traceability
back to these, to see engineered requirements (and appended queries) in their original
context.
• Supports some flexibility of requirement content and RS production. Structure can be
progressively imposed on requirements and qualifying details appended when
appropriate.
• Promotes the recording of diverse requirements and project information, according to
needs, and highly granular traceability amongst requirements objects.
• Good version control enables safety in use and the traceability of past information. This
provides the ability to record individual life histories for requirements objects.
• Provides alternative mechanisms to automatically retrieve and display the stored traces.
5.5.2. Limitations
• The process involves many repetitive and mundane activities, introducing potential for
corner-cutting and error. It requires RE to be carried out linearly and RS production to be
documented as a systematic process of extraction, expansion, focusing and replacement
(often resulting in some loss of intermediate flow down). Traceability is therefore of the
historical (and not the logical) production of requirements.
• Juggling the disjoint tools further distracts from carrying out RE tasks coherently and
encourages batch modes of working. This leads to delays in adding information and the
creation of ad hoc links, resulting in the loss of (and less reliable) information and traces.
• No true multi-user support. Complicated by: co-ordination problems, poor complexity
management, lack of global or concurrent visibility (reliance on memory) and an
uninformative requirements identification scheme. Non-visibility of siblings and peers
further impedes the ability to pursue separate lines of progress with a single requirement.
• Focuses on forwards working, with traceability reliant on requirements flow down,
though global and local requirements are not discriminated. Inability to use backwards
traceability to automatically roll back to previous states in time to support
experimentation and iteration. Availability of impact analysis is dependent on system
configuration and the software tools used (else it can be rather complex).
• Only traces back to embedded requirements which have flowed down, not to their
derivation or original sources they are based upon (as restricted integration to tools not
supporting pre-requirements work), so unable to deal with (e.g.) changing assumptions.
• No account is made for the different types of information held in source documents that
could assist both engineering and change. Attributes can be used to give some of this
information, but are complicated and limited in use (e.g., for supporting diverse types of
traceability, enabling dynamic traces, or automatically distributing change details).
Informal text is not project-wide, appended to single requirements, so can remain hidden.
• Separate treatment of requirements and generic objects (at differing granularity levels),
only enables coarser traceability later on, as problematic to redefine traceability schemes
in use.
• Lacks an explicit RS: requirements are distributed across hierarchy leaves, reducing
potential for reuse.
17Version

1 was examined; some of these points may be addressed in version 2. See appendix I for expansion.
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6. Options for improving pre-RS traceability
6.1.

Solution options

It would be premature to offer a solution to the entire pre-RS traceability problem. However,
suggestions (relating to improvements in education, practice, clerical and computer
assistance, or automation) can be made at various levels: (1) at a high level (i.e., for the
problem of gathering information to make traceable, storing it, maintaining it and retrieving
it); and (2) at a low level (i.e., for the problem of conflicting levels of granularity and diverse
types of trace required). We focus on high level suggestions here, as the preceding work
indicates that those at a lower level can only be realistically addressed on a project-specific
basis. Particular suggestions for improvements to IEF and RTM are also made.

6.2.

Summary

The power of existing tools could be combined to meet the majority of the requirements for
pre-RS traceability. Such tools could be integrated to form an exploratory workbench, acting
as a requirements pre-processor which provides access to tools most appropriate for certain
types of problem or method of analysis, to smooth the transition between pre-requirements
and post-requirements work and make it traceable. They should be open, so configurable to
suit the unique characteristics of development teams and application projects, and able to
accommodate in-house tools used for early work. They should also be able to integrate with
later development tools to provide on-going support. Standards are strongly recommended
for both internal integration (preferably an object-oriented, hypermedia information structure)
and external integration (preferably a very low level language protocol, based on generic
standards for full requirements traceability).
To ensure that such workbenches are used, they need to support current working practices
and add considerable value. Existing techniques (such as hypertext, parameterisation and
language processing) could be exploited within such workbench tools, providing new ways to
enhance intellectual capabilities, augment skill, help express and manage evolving
requirements, and support multiple views of requirements traceability. Studies of the
requirements production process, and the subsequent use and manipulation of requirements
throughout a project's life, are strongly recommended for this purpose.

6.3.

General suggestions

6.3.1. Obtaining information
• Tool support from project inception, to capture more early information, with the ability
to: import externally derived information in multiple media (using scanners, video and
audio input devices, etc.); and capture informal working and derivation, by encouraging
more work to be directly carried out on-line (through the provision of computer
metaphors for individual and group activities, such as: electronic white boards, post-its,
drawing packages, sketch pads, group discussion tools, voice and e-mail, etc.) Additional
information (process and rationale) could be generated as a by-product of use. Automatic
playback could establish context and viewpoints. Active monitoring could help ensure
the existence of, and assess the completeness of, required information.
• Project documentor, to shadow projects and personnel, providing an independent (and
more objective) account of RS production. Such a role would be responsible for filling in
any gaps, noticing when clarification is needed and promoting subsequent understanding
of the work by those not directly involved.
• Producing requirements within virtual reality would automatically provide a complete and
accurate record of everything (all negotiations, justifications, and any assumptions made)!
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6.3.2. Storing information
• Centralised and persistent information bases (e.g., use of WORM18 technology, which
adds value through guaranteed and complete roll back. It would currently need to be
implemented in software to attain required access speeds and provide selective roll back).
• Object-oriented representation of multimedia objects. This would provide flexibility of
content and structure, support progressive structuring, allow storage of contents in
original form, enable safe partitioning, and give amenability to hypermedia manipulation.
• Guidance for reconceptualising requirements as modular viable systems: (1) modular
(highly cohesive, loosely coupled, with well-defined semantic interfaces), for reuse and
ability to change content and structure; (2) generic (most abstract form), for adaptability
(to enable use in different types of trace) and robustness (to maintain continuity of
identity); and (3) parameterised (using module interconnection languages), for
configurability of access and instantiation (to put objects together in dynamic ways).
6.3.3. Maintaining and controlling information
• Dedicated job role, to cover the responsibilities of: project librarian (to collect, polish and
distribute information); information base manager (to co-ordinate and control
information, ensure it is up to date and of quality); and traceability facilitator (to establish
and ensure traceability of all information). Support is required from appropriate tools
(e.g., database management systems, hypertext editors, complexity controllers, language
processors, etc.)
• Framework for change, providing both active assistance (e.g., to identify the root object
of a change and make use of module guides) and more automation (e.g., self-monitoring
objects, rechecking, documentation, distribution and notification of change).
• Smoother information transfer, supporting life-cycle phases as integrated and
overlapping, and encouraging common threads of involvement. Visible organisational
work structures and responsibilities, and an explicit and shareable RS, would help the
location of change, integration of additions, and maintenance of traceability amongst
separate working groups.
6.3.4. Retrieving information
• Programmable multimedia workstations, to: retrieve multimedia objects; enable graphical
and textual traces; provide diverse means of visualisation, to assist impact analysis and
present requirements dynamically (using animation, 3-D, links which light up); provide
concurrent (global and local) views, to assist comparison and orientation; and provide
alternative and more directly engaging methods of interrogation.
• Improved presentation of stored traces, through the use of AI or expert system
technology, filtering and presenting them by taking account of characteristics of the use
situation and current task needs (i.e., project characteristics, who, what, when, and why...)
• Provision of user-definable traces, to fit new needs and tasks, through the ability to define
trace criteria that can be interpreted and used to create them on-the-fly. This would
depend on parameterised storage, so defined links could be instantiated from the root of
the query and recursively followed, allowing the trace to mature to the query. These
could be presented as hypermedia or linearly (by applying suitable linearisation
techniques).

18Write

Once, Read Many (non-erasable) magnetic media.
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6.4.
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Suggestions for IEF

Support for the analysis and representation of the wider business environment, to provide
outward-looking traceability and a viable model which is responsive to external change.
Support for BSP, to provide access to and make direct use of high level business plans
(strategy, priorities and objectives), to help: qualify and assess the quality of ISP plans;
justify business area priorities; and respond to changing strategies. Backwards
traceability would help ensure separately developed business systems together achieve
overall goals.
More comprehensive coverage of ISP and BAA techniques already partially supported by
IEF (providing more than the ability to only represent their end products), to improve
conformity of interpretation and to be able to respond to changing assumptions or
information that these end products depend on.
Inclusion of those ISP and BAA techniques currently not supported by IEF (e.g., current
systems analysis), so able to make more direct and continued use of their results.
Integration with additional tools supporting planning and analysis (e.g., financial
spreadsheets) and the ability to import information (e.g., interview tapes or transcripts)
obtained using alternative methods or techniques (e.g., Soft Systems Methodology). This
would centralise all project information, enable more explicit use to be made of it and
provide traceability back to the context of derived diagram components, giving the ability
to show something of their derivation and to reassess their validity later.
Tighter traceability between planning and analysis, to provide a better assessment of
interrelated business requirements distributed in the model to assist change (horizontal
and backwards, as well as forwards impact) and facilitate model (or even sub-model)
adoption.
Exploitation of IEM's modularisation guidelines to create viable object structures (with
clearly delineated context and inter-object semantic relations), to assist individual change
and retransformation of objects, versioning, additions, early creation and maintenance of
object life-cycles and the ability to explore parallel paths.
Encourage more (informal and exploratory) work to be carried out within IEF, by the
provision of flexible access to everyday tools (e.g., electronic notebooks, post-its, work
charts, problem solving tools, tools to analyse interviews, etc.), to obtain information
related to working practice, enable traceability of context and derivation of end results
stored in diagrams, improve communication and assist change.
Provide the ability to safely explore subsequent stages of IEM, without enforcing
completion of the current stage, and the ability to document (and keep track of)
information which materialises early on that will only be of value later (so it is not lost).
Monitoring and recording of work carried out, to maintain a development history and
provide the ability to trace backwards to undo transformations, roll back without the need
to create explicit model versions and to enable quicker and safer impact analysis.
Monitoring and recording of additional changes made to transformed models and of
checks carried out on them, to provide more representative forwards traceability and
quality retransformations which (a) automatically re-invoke the required checking and (b)
either explicitly remind of changes or automatically rework them where possible.
Provide more global visibility (for instance, of working structures and work being
undertaken by separate groups, to avoid duplication of effort and assist integration).
Explicit visibility of requirements, to provide a more globally accessible and sharable
baseline than that of a changing model (composed of numerous diagrams which are
problematic to jointly and coherently assimilate and determine actual requirements from).
Smoother handover between IEF stages, to improve traceability, by ensuring certain
individuals are involved throughout or there is overlap of involvement across teams and
stages.
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6.5.
•
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•
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•
•
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•
•

•

Suggestions for RTM

Integration to diverse front end tools, linking requirements objects in RTM to prerequirements generic objects related to their production, enabling traceability from
problem analysis to requirements analysis and preventing the static treatment of source
documents. Added value could be obtained: (1) the ability to construct source documents
from within RTM, attach qualifying information, make assumptions explicit and account
for external changes; (2) more sophisticated types of traceability, especially for change
handling (e.g., to assess: cost of change, effects of changing business strategy, effects of
reversing assumptions, impact of change on schedules, etc.); and (3) potential for reuse.
Fuse the individual tools, to enable smoother working within a single tool, allowing RE
work to be done in a more logical, progressive and interactive manner (i.e., extract a
requirement and append attributes and links whilst still the current focus and contextually
visible), improving the quality of both traceable information and links established.
Concurrent visibility of all the information necessary for a task, to reduce the reliance on
memory and to improve accuracy (e.g., simultaneous visibility of requirements being
focused to make direct comparisons possible; visibility of both the original and derived
requirements, and the relationships between them, whilst carrying out replacement, etc.)
Simultaneous extraction from many source documents, as more reflective of RE practice,
so possible to locate and handle duplications and relations between information early on.
Clearer indication of, and accessibility to, project database contents. For instance: an
explicit RS; browsing and navigation facilities; more discrimination in the source
between new and original requirements; horizontal traceability, to view siblings in a
requirements hierarchy; graphical visibility of alternative user-defined (keyword)
interconnections; ability to view the whole requirements hierarchy, rather than localised
views; direct access to requirements through the requirements hierarchy in a more
engaging manner; etc.
The requirements identifier number should remain internal to RTM and something
conveying semantic information about the requirement should be visible to the user.
Provision of facilities, or integration with tools, to (actively) support routine activities of
RE, reduce repetition and support its error-correcting nature (i.e., informal note making,
sketching, informal communication channels, etc.) Encourage more work to be done online, giving the ability to obtain process information and make it traceable (preventing
repetition by others and giving rationale and context for the way work was finally done).
Provision of local workspaces, as well as global ones, to enable safe trials and exploration
of potential "what ifs" with current versions and the ability to directly work with past
ones.
Support the extraction of requirements by multiple individuals (representing concurrent
perspectives), to explore interpretations and to attain a consensual view of requirements.
Mechanisms to hold and discriminate system-wide requirements, information not
necessarily associated with individual requirements, future requirements and information
for future reference, to enable both system-wide and localised traceability.
Better facility to discriminate types of information in source documents and directly
couple such information with the extracted requirement, making individual requirements
more cohesive and better to work from, and potentially more diverse types of early
traceability.
Exploitation of finer grained links between generic objects and requirements attributes, to
enable diverse and task-specific post-RS traceability and accurate assessment of impact.
Modularisation guidance, to assist grouping, and control complexity and impact. Object
interfaces, defining interrelated objects, can help provide visibility of interconnections
and enable the presentation of more focused and fish-eyed views.
Thorough use of attributes, to improve impact analysis (e.g., of changing
assumptions/plans)
and improve change management (e.g., automatically monitor for and distribute changes).
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